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Mooring integrity for floating offshore installations is an
important safety issue for the offshore oil and gas industry.
This report is one outcome from Phase 2 of the Joint
Industry Project on Mooring Integrity. This work ran from
2008 to 2012 and had 35 industry participants. It followed
the Phase 1 work described in HSE Research Report RR444
(2006). The Phase 2 work compiled research on good
practice and an overview is given in HSE Research Report
RR1090 (2017).
This report provides guidelines for monitoring the service
and behaviour of offshore mooring systems – the loadings
and movements to which they are subjected by wind,
waves, sea currents and sea levels. Monitoring is used to
give confidence in the ongoing integrity and fitness of a
mooring system. The report covers: the importance of
identifying whether a monitoring campaign or installation
of a permanent monitoring system is required; minimum
requirements for different types of monitoring scenarios;
options for monitoring methods; and data management.

This report and the work it describes were funded by the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE). Its contents, including any opinions and/or
conclusions expressed, are those of the authors alone and do not
necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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PREFACE
These guidelines have been written to provide Operators and those
involved in designing, verifying and integrity managing offshore floating
production units with guidelines on monitoring mooring systems. Guidelines
a r e provided on monitoring methods for:
• Verify Mooring System Strength Analyses
•

Correlating Mooring System Fatigue Analyses

•

Instantaneous Integrity Monitoring

•

Continuous Integrity Monitoring

Given that some of the methods would also be applicable to other verification and
integrity management activities, such as structural integrity monitoring, some
general guidelines are also given for these activities.
To this end, Section 2 discusses the various purposes that monitoring can be used
for and stresses the importance of deciding on the purpose of the monitoring
campaign or system from the outset. The various items that may need to be
monitored and in some cases recorded are laid out in Section 3. This is followed in
Section 4 by guidelines on the different monitoring methods that are
currently available and in use for the items discussed in Section 3. The important,
but often overlooked, concept of Data Management is then discussed in Section
5. Without good data management structures and procedures in place the large
volumes of data that can be recorded in a monitoring campaign or by a monitoring
system may go unused.
These guidelines have been produced under the auspices of Phase 2 of the
Noble Denton lead Mooring Integrity Joint Industry Project (JIP), which has
been sponsored by the following companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maersk Oil
Petrobras
BP
Chevron
Statoil ASA
Exxon Mobil
A/S Norske Shell
Conoco Philips
Husky Energy
2H Offshore
Wood Group Engineering
Single Buoy Moorings Inc.
SOFEC
Bluewater Energy Services
Health and Safety Executive
BG Plc
Total

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Lloyds Register EMEA
Det Norske Veritas
Bureau Veritas
ABS
Welaptega
Vicinay Cadenas S.A.
TSC Inspection Sustems
Hamanaka Chain Mfg.Co., Ltd.
Imes Group
Sanmar Chain International Pte
Viking Moorings
International Mooring Systems
Ramnas Bruk AB
Mooring Systems Limited
Bruce Anchors Limited
Inpex
Delmar
Film Ocean Limited
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PURPOSE OF MONITORING
In order for a monitoring campaign or permanent system to be deemed a success,
then the purpose of the campaign or system needs to be decided from the outset,
thus allowing the campaign or system to be planned and tailored to meet the
requirements. Some of the possible reasons for undertaking a monitoring campaign
or installing a permanent monitoring system are:
Purpose
Verify design analysis & assumptions
Correlation of fatigue analyses
Instantaneous Integrity Monitoring
Continuous Integrity Monitoring

Campaign





Permanent





Table 2-1: Possible Reasons for a Monitoring Campaign or Permanent System

Within each of these are specific requirements to allow the purpose to be fulfilled,
although some requirements will be common to two or more purposes e.g. motion
detection and recording. For instance, to check comprehensively a mooring system
strength analysis for a FPSO it would be necessary, as a minimum, to monitor and
record:
•

Vessel motions

•

Vessel position

•

Vessel Draft and Trim

•

Wind speed and direction

•

Wave height, period and direction

•

Current speed and direction

By measuring these it would be possible to verify the vessel’s motion and position
under the influence of wind, wave and current within the mooring system strength
analysis model. This assumes that the anchor positions were carefully surveyed
during installation and pre-tensions or top angles are accurately measured during
installation. If the mooring line tensions were also measured then the mooring
system strength analysis could also be verified. Thus it can be seen that it is highly
desirable that the purpose of the analysis needs to be carefully decided on before
the requirements of the monitoring campaign or permanent monitoring system can
be established.
In addition to these basic requirements the softer and often forgotten issue of ‘data
management’ is equally important, as if this is not planned from the outset then large
volumes of data can be generated but then not used as the amount is
overwhelming. An example of this is the a pipeline, which was fitted with a large
number of corrosion coupons that were regularly changed out and measured but the
amount of data was so large that the results could not be processed sufficiently to
show the degradation of the line leading to well publicised leaks. ‘Data
management’ is therefore discussed and some guidelines given in Section 5 of this
report.
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ITEMS TO BE MONITORED
The following table lays out the minimum requirements for some different types of
mooring system monitoring scenarios. It should be noted though, that this is a
generalised list covering all types of floating production systems and therefore
needs to be tailored to each individual unit. The purpose of it though is to act as a
starting point for those considering a monitoring campaign or permanent system,
and as a consequence it includes some items that are not mooring system related.
Category

Item

Measure

Time

Time base line

Time
Acceleration
Position
Acceleration
Position
Acceleration
Position
Acceleration
Position
Acceleration
Position
Acceleration
Position
Speed
Direction
Height
Period
Speed
Direction
Level
Depth
Strain
Strain

Surge
Sway
Heave
Motions
Pitch
Roll
Yaw
Wind
Metocean
Conditions

Waves
Current
Water

Structure

Relative
Motions

Deck
v
Columns
Mid-ship
v
Section
v
Moon Pool
v
Turret Spider /
Spar
v
Cantilevers
v
Buoy Structure
Turret to Hull

v

Unit to Platform
Mooring Lines

v

Mooring
v
Tendons
Connected
Items

Flexible Risers
Steel Catenary
Risers
Drilling Riser
Top Tensioned
Risers

FPS
Weight

Displacement
Ballast / Cargo

v

Verify
Strength
Analysis
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ii
Consider
Consider
iii
N/A
iii
N/A

Correlate
Fatigue
Analysis
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ii
Consider
Consider
iii
N/A
iii
N/A

Instantaneous
Integrity
Monitoring
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ii
Yes
Consider
iv
Consider
iv
Consider

Continuous
Integrity
Monitoring
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
i
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
ii
Yes
iv
Consider
iv
Consider
iv
Consider

Strain

N/A

iii

N/A

iii

Consider

iv

Consider

iv

Strain

N/A

iii

N/A

iii

Consider

iv

Consider

iv

Strain

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Strain
Rotational
Motion
Position
Tension
Angle

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider

Consider
Consider
Consider

Consider
Consider
Consider

Consider
vi
Yes
vi
Yes

Consider
vi
Yes
vi
Yes

Tension

Consider

Consider

Tension
Angle
Tension
Angle
Tension
Angle
Tension
Angle
Draught
Trim / Heel
Levels
Position

N/A
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
Consider
Consider
Consider
Consider

iii

iii

N/A
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
v
Consider
iii
N/A
Consider
Consider
Consider
Consider

Table 3-1: Items to be monitored
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Yes

Yes
iv

Consider
iv
Consider
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
Yes
vii
Yes
iv
Consider
iv
Consider

iv

Consider
iv
Consider
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
v
Yes
vii
Yes
iv
Consider
iv
Consider

Table 3-1 Notes
i) Calculated from acceleration by double integration
ii) May be calculated as a by product of wave height calculation if downward looking radar is used
iii) Unless required for structural or other analysis verification
iv) Dependent on required extent of overall monitoring system
v) If applicable
vi) Tension of the mooring lines may be measured directly or from the angle of the mooring lines. In some cases,
such as where hawse pipes are fitted there may be a tangible benefit in measuring both
vii) Can be calculated from draft readings if draft is measured at three or more points around vessel

It is assumed in Table 3-1 that:
•

Verify Analysis: is to verify and validate the mooring system strength analysis
and the assumptions made within it, as such this is likely to be a temporary
system and so will be a monitoring campaign

•

Correlate Fatigue Analysis: is to verify and correlate the mooring system fatigue
analysis and the assumptions within it for a range of seastates. As such this is
likely to be a temporary system and so will be a monitoring campaign. However,
if a long term assessment is required of the fatigue life used to date then a
permanent Continuous Integrity Monitoring System will be required.

•

Instantaneous Integrity Monitoring: would give the crew an instant ‘health check’
of the mooring system, including whether it was intact, whether the tensions in
all of the lines were within the design criteria, that the offset of the unit was
within the allowable envelope, and potential the fatigue life usage of the system.
As such this would be a permanent monitoring system and may be part of a
wider ranging integrity monitoring system that is sometimes known as a ‘Marine
Integrity Monitoring System’.

•

Continuous Integrity Monitoring: would not only have the benefits of an
Instantaneous Integrity Monitoring system but would also record and store the
results for regular processing to show the overall integrity status of the mooring
system, and any other items that are being monitored, versus time so that any
degradation patterns or unusual events can be analysed and their impact on the
remaining life of the mooring system, or other items that are being monitored,
can be assessed.

Table 3-1 illustrates why it important to decide the purpose of the monitoring
campaign or system from the outset due to the number and complexity of the items
requiring monitoring. Some of these items though, such as the six degrees of
motion, can be readily monitored together from a single ‘black box’ thus simplifying
the apparent complexity of the system, as will be discussed in Section 4.
An enhanced version of Table 3-1 can be found in Edwards et al’s OTC paper [Ref
2].
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MONITORING METHODS

4.1

INTRODUCTION
This section provides details of some of the options available for monitoring the
various quantities shown in Table 3-1. Due to the number of systems and
techniques available the descriptions below are not exhaustive, however, a
bibliography has been provided in Appendix A as a source of further information.
In general, redundancy should be provided, where possible, for all monitoring
equipment in order to reduce the down time of the monitoring system and the mean
time to repair. The decision on whether to provide redundancy for an individual
measuring instrument should take into account:
•

The risk of not monitoring the item to the vessel

•

The criticality of the measuring instrument to the success of the monitoring
campaign or system

•

The ease or difficulty of access the measuring instrument for change out or
repair

•

The cost of the measuring instrument taking into account the cost of changing it
out

Typically such assessment would be undertaken during the design process in order
to justify the overall cost and robustness of the system.

4.2

TIME BASE LINE
The time base line is perhaps the most important quantity to measure accurately as
all the other measured quantities will ‘hang off’ it. That is to say that all of the other
measured quantities will be synchronised to the time base line so that they can be
compared and contrasted against each other.
There are a number of ways that the time base line can be measured and recorded,
such as by using the internal clock of the monitoring computer. The most useful and
flexible way to measure and record time though, is to take a time feed from the
Global Positioning System (GPS) as this will be satellite time, which is very
accurate. By doing this, recorded phenomenon can also be compared to what is
happening at other installations that are using a similar base line without time lines
having to be synchronised. This could be particularly useful, for example, when
analysing the passage of a hurricane through a particular oil field.
The sampling rate for the time line should ideally be at the same rate as the fastest
sampling rate of any of the measuring instruments connected to the monitoring
system. If this cannot be achieved, due to hardware limitations of the GPS, then the
sampling rate should be as high as the hardware can achieve in order to minimise
errors.
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4.3

MOTIONS
The motions of a unit, namely:
•

Linear motions: Surge, Sway, Heave

•

Rotational Motions: Roll, Pitch, Yaw

are typically monitored by using a six degree of freedom motion package, which is
essentially a ‘black box’ that contains three linear accelerometers and three
rotational accelerometers. The package should preferably be located as close to the
lateral centre of gravity as possible and on a substantial structural member that is
not expected to be subject to vibration.
The package would normally contain local signal conditioning and digitizing
equipment, with the signals being filtered with high quality analogue anti-alias filters
before digitization is performed with a 16 bit, as a minimum, analogue to digital
converter. It is preferable that the raw output from all six measuring channels should
be stored for later processing, although real time processing of some of the signals
may be desirable to display static heel and trim and dynamic pitch and roll in real
time to the operators in the Marine Control Room (MCR).
Whilst an inertial system gives accurate results for high frequency pitch and roll
motions, its accuracy tends to fall away as the motion period increases. As such,
inertial systems are not suitable for measuring low frequency surge and sway. This
information can, however, be measured using a Differential GPS (DGPS) and then
the information combined, during post processing, to show the overall motions of the
unit as discussed by Liagre, Gupta and Banon [Ref 1].
The sampling rate for the inertial system would typically be around 5Hz. The
sampling rate for the DGPS could be as low as 1Hz, but ideally should be the same
as for the inertial system such that the outputs from the two measuring systems can
be ‘laid on top’ of one another.
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4.4

METOCEAN CONDITIONS

4.4.1

Wind
Wind speed and direction are required for helicopter operations and therefore
facilities for their measurement are typically already in place on existing units and
designed in from the start on new units. Typically, mechanical-electrical propeller
type or ultrasonic wind sensors are used, such as those shown in Figure 4-1. With
these sensors being generally mounted at the highest possible elevation such that
the sensors measure correct wind speed and direction, irrespective of wind direction
so that shielding from the platform superstructure does not occur. For redundancy,
at least two wind sensors are typically placed at two different locations. Hence,
feeds can be taken from these units to provide wind speed and direction monitoring.
Care should be taken though to ensure that the units are correctly, and regularly,
calibrated and sampled at an appropriate rate. Given that the lowest wind gust
speed that is typically given in metocean statistics is the 3-second gust speed, then
a sample rate of sufficient speed to enable this to be calculated would be
appropriate. As with other measured quantities, care should be taken with the
selection of the sampling rate so that the measured wind speed results can be fitted
together with other results to allow measured phenomenon to be fully investigated. It
is therefore suggested that a sampling rate of not less than 1Hz is selected.

Figure 4-1: Anemometers installed on a crane top [Ref 2]

4.4.2

Waves
There are two main options although others exist, as discussed briefly below,
for measuring wave height, period and direction. These are:
•

Multiple wave radars located on the vessel

•

Wave rider buoy located away from vessel to minimise shielding effects

Wave radar consists of a microwave radar in the centimetre spectrum that can either
be downward looking, or in some cases mounted at an angle so it looks away from
the vessel. The unit essentially measures deviations in the sea surface, from this the
wave height and period can be computed along with the average sea surface height.
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If three or more radar units are housed together in one unit then the unit is also
capable of measuring wave direction.
Regardless of whether a single or multiple radar unit is selected, by mounting four
units at the corners of a vessel the entire wave field around the unit can be mapped.
This then allows the wave height, period and direction of the incoming waves to be
assessed along with the modified waves in the wake of the vessel. In theory by
assessing both the incoming waves and the modified waves the wave energy
absorbed by the unit could be assessed.
One of the problems with wave radars though, particularly the downward looking
types, is that the measurements can be affected by reflected waves off the vessel
itself. Despite these limitations wave radar, such as that shown in Figure 4-2, are
used successfully offshore to measure wave height, period and direction.

Wave Radar Unit

Figure 4-2: Wave radar located on a jack-up unit

Wave rider buoys consist of a monitoring package, typically consisting of:
•

3 x linear accelerometers to measure heave, surge and sway of the buoy
relative to the buoy’s axis system

•

A three rate gyros or 3 x angular accelerometers to measure pitch, roll and yaw
of the buoy in terms of the buoy’s axis system

•

A fluxgate compass to measure buoy heading and so relate the buoy axis
system to actual directions.

•

GPS system to compute the buoy’s mean position over time

All of which are housed inside a buoy that is moored to the seabed by a single
mooring line that contains a compliant section to allow the buoy to stay on the sea
surface regardless of the waves it is being subjected to. The buoy will also contain
signal conditioning and process equipment, data storage and communication
equipment for data transfer and buoy condition monitoring, as well as a
rechargeable power source, solar panels, navigation light, and radar reflector. A
typical offshore wave rider buoy can be seen in Figure 4-3.
In terms of the use of a wave rider buoy as part of a monitoring campaign or system
there are three important considerations that need to be taken into account. Firstly,
a wave rider buoy needs to be located sufficiently away from the installation so that
the waves it records have not been modified by the presence of the installation.
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Secondly, the waves that the wave rider buoy will be subjected to are typically not
the same as the installation will have been subjected to due to wave spreading.
Thirdly, because the buoy is remote from the installation a suitable and robust
communication system will need to be established between the two, with a suitable
degree of redundancy. In addition, due consideration needs to be given to the time
line that the buoy will be measuring and recording its data against. If the method
suggested earlier of using a time feed from the GPS system is adopted then this
issue can be readily overcome.
As with wave radar, wave rider buoys have been successfully used by a number of
Operators to measure wave height, period and direction over both the short and
long term. In addition to which, a network of wave rider buoys has been deployed
worldwide to allow short term and long term metocean statistics to be gathered, the
data from which can be accessed via the National Data Buoy Centre
(http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/).

Figure 4-3: Typical Wave Rider Buoy

Other possible methods for measuring wave height, period and direction include:
•

Upward looking water depth acoustic sensors, which essentially measure water
depth and so via post processing can be used to measure wave height and
period. To measure wave direction though, three or more sensors would be
required located in a triangle or ring some distance apart and away from the
vessel. These units can also, as will be discussed in Section 4.4.3, be used to
measure current speed and direction.
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•

Sub-sea tethered buoy complete with hydrostatic pressure monitors, which
essentially measure water depth and so via post processing can be used to
measure wave height and period. As with upward looking water depth acoustic
sensors three of more of these units would be required to measure wave
direction.

•

Satellite based radar can be used to measure sea surface elevation. Wave
height, period and direction can then be calculated from the recorded data. This
technique though would require there to be a suitable geo-stationary satellite in
orbit above the region where the unit is located. These systems have limited
accuracy for some events, such as extreme waves, and it may be difficult to
provide ‘live’ data to personnel on board the vessel.

With regard to sampling rate this will depend on the hardware selected, the lowest
period of the waves of interest and the other sampling rates being used within the
monitoring system, as a guide though typically selected sampling rates are between
2Hz and 5Hz.
4.4.3

Current
In principle there are three general types of current measurement systems that can
be used:
•

Current Profiles between the Surface and the bottom of the installation

•

Deep Current Profiles i.e. below the keel

•

Deep Current Profiles from the sea floor up

These options are shown schematically in Figure 4-4 for a truss spar.

Figure 4-4: Example of Possible Options for Current Monitoring on a Truss Spar [Ref 2]

In principle all of these methods make use of an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
(ADCP) working at different frequencies to ascertain the current speed and direction
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over a particular water depth range. An example of a bottom mounted upward
looking ADCP array, complete with acoustic modem, is given in Figure 4-5.

ADCP Array

Acoustic modem

Figure 4-5: Bottom Mounted 75 kHz ADCP with Acoustic Modem [Ref 2]

The selection of which system or systems to use in combination will be dependent
on the type of vessel that the system is to be used with, the water depth the vessel
is moored in, and the depth of the current profile that is required. For instance, for a
turret moored FPSO where the current profile and direction is required over the
entire water depth then a bottom mounted array, such as that shown in Figure 4-5
might be the most appropriate system to select.
With regard to sampling rate, this will be dependent on:
•

The stability of the current speed and direction being measured

•

The type of system being used, whether hard wired or remote with data
transmission typically through an acoustic modem

•

The sampling capacity of the hardware

•

The storage capacity of the hardware, if remote, for periods when the acoustic
modem can not establish a connection due to the environmental conditions

•

The projected battery life of the hardware, if remote, as this is dependent on
sampling rate and download frequency

Given these various factors it is not possible to give definitive guidelines on
sampling rates for current profilers; however, a rate of at least 1Hz should be aimed
for.
4.4.4

Water
Water level, sometimes referred to as air gap, and water depth can be measured
by a variety of means and are the key parameter in some types of
measurement systems e.g. wave radar. As such, typically no dedicated system
is required to measure them as they are primary products of systems
installed to measure, typically by calculation, other products. Water level / air
gap and water depth can typically be measured from any of the following:
•

Wave radar
15

•

Surface Current Profiler

•

Deep Current upward looking profiler if this can see all the way to the sea
surface

The sample rate will therefore be the same as for whichever of these systems is
selected. It should be noted though, that it may be necessary in all cases to correct
the measurements for vessel motions depending on the location where the
measurement is required.

4.5

STRUCTURE

4.5.1

Deck
Monitoring of forces at the deck of a vessel, particularly FPSOs, is typically done
using a long base strain gauge (LBSG). A LBSG is an apparatus designed for use
on board oil tankers and other large structures to monitor the strain on the hull along
one axis. They are designed for the harsh conditions typically found aboard ships,
and are made to be intrinsically safe. Typically they are enclosed in a fibreglass
shell for mechanical protection and the measuring rod is made of a similar material
to that of the ship to compensate for temperature changes, as shown in Figure 4-6.
Such systems are typically ‘hard wired’ into the monitoring system, although this
may be done through a signal processing unit that converts the analogue signal to a
digital system and then sends it via the vessel’s network, as will be discussed in
Section 5.2.
Typically the sampling rate for such a unit would be between 1Hz and 5Hz
depending on the stiffness of the vessel and the speed of strain variation in the hull.

Figure 4-6: Typical Long Base Strain Gauge [Ref 3]

4.5.2

Columns
Stresses and strains in columns or semi-submersible or spar units are typical
measured by using pairs of strain gauges located at various heights and at, as a
minimum, the four cardinal points. Pairs of strain gauges are used so that one can
be fitted horizontally and one vertically so that by analysing the results stresses and
strains in all directions can be computed.
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The most common type of strain gauge consists of a flexible backing which supports
a metallic foil pattern and insulates if from the surface to which the gauge is
attached. The gauge is attached to the object by a suitable adhesive or in some
cases spot welding, and suitably insulated from the marine environment. As the
surface to which the gauge is attached is deformed by loading, the foil in the gauge
is deformed causing its electrical resistance to change. This resistance change,
usually measured using a Wheatstone bridge, is related to the strain by the quantity
known as the gauge factor.

Figure 4-7: Typical Foil Strain Gauge in use

An alternative is to use Fibre Optic monitoring technology that uses Bragg Gratings
to measure strain at particular locations along the fibre. This allows the strain at
several locations along a single fibre to be measured. Although Bragg Gratings have
been around since the late 1970s, it is only recently that they have started to be
used in marine and offshore monitoring. It can therefore be seen as a technology in
its offshore infancy and although it will be useful in some applications, the junior
nature of it in relation to foil gauges should be borne in mind when selecting it.
In the case of lattice structure Spars it may be necessary to install strain gauges
subsea, in which case foil strain gauges are difficult to use due to the problem of
waterproofing them. This can be overcome though by using a pressure balanced oil
encapsulated Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LDVT) embedded in an
extensometer configuration [Ref 4], as shown in the figure below:
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Figure 4-8: Subsea Strain Sensor Assembly [Ref 4]

In some cases it may be possible to ‘hardwire’ such an assembly back to the
platform’s network or in other cases it may be necessary to send the collected data
back via an acoustic modem. Regardless of which data transmission method is
selected, a local signal processing will be required.
In terms of sampling rate, this will depend on a number of factors, including:
•

The speed of response of the installation’s structure

•

The sensitivity of the measuring equipment being used

•

The selected data transmission method being used and the local data storage
and power capacity where a standalone remote system is selected

Given these various factors it is not possible to give definitive guidelines on
sampling rates for strain gauges; however, a rate of at least 3Hz should be aimed
for.
4.5.3

Mid-ship Section
Depending on the mid-ship section structure, in particular the distance
between structural elements, and the forces that are to be measured, various
technologies can be deployed. Given that the mid-ship section on an FPSO is
similar or in the case of converted tankers the same as the mid-ship section of an
oil tanker, then the monitoring systems used in the marine world for the
structural monitoring of oil tankers can be used. This can take various forms
from foil strain gauges, to fibre optic strain gauges, to long base strain gauges
to extensometers. Given this, reference should be made to Sections 4.5.1 and
4.5.2.
Typically a target sampling rate for these gauges would be between 3Hz and 5Hz.

4.5.4

Moon Pool
One of the areas of a turret moored FPSO or FSU that can be subjected to
large forces, but is not often monitored is the turret moon pool. In this location all
of the mooring forces are transmitted to the rest of the hull structure along
with the environmental forces that are acting on the bow of the vessel.
Depending on the access arrangements in this area, where there is often a
cofferdam around the moon pool, then foil strain gauges or fibre optic strain
gauges can be used, see Section 4.5.2.
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As with the mid-ship section, see Section 4.5.3, a sampling rate of between 3Hz and
5Hz, as a minimum, should be aimed for.
4.5.5

Turret Spider / Spar Cantilevers
The turret spider of a turret moored FPSO is very similar, albeit in smaller scale, to
the cantilever arrangement at the bottom of some spars where the tendons or
mooring lines attach to, such as the Seastar type of platform shown below:

Cantilever

Figure 4-9:Atlantia Offshore Limited Seastar Platform

These cantilever structures can be subjected to high bending, tension and shear
loads, hence there is a potential for fatigue cracking and so some operators have
chosen to monitor the loads within them. Given that these items are always subsea,
and in the case of a FPSO in the wave affected zone, then the measuring system
needs to be subsea rated and robust, plus consideration needs to be given to
providing an equally robust data transmission system. The entire system could be
standalone or it could be ‘hard wired’ to the rest of the monitoring system depending
on the chosen solution.
One possible solution would be to use a subsea strain gauge of the type shown in
Figure 4-8 and described by Zimmermann et al [Ref 4]. Figure 4-10 shows such a
gauge deployed on a Core Pipe Taper Joint on a Hybrid Riser Tower [Ref 4]. This
system requires a local signal processing unit, which can then be either hard wired
to the monitoring system or can have a local data storage and transmission unit that
makes use of an acoustic modem. With such a system the sampling rate factors
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described in Section 4.5.2 would apply, however, a minimum target sampling rate of
between 3Hz and 5Hz should be aimed for in the design.

Figure 4-10: Deployed Subsea Strain Gauge [Ref 4]

4.5.6

Buoy Structure
For Spar structures, hybrid towers, or FPSOs that make use of a buoyant element
as part of the main structure, for instance a disconnectable buoy as used on the
White Rose FPSO, then as with the Turret Spider or Spar Cantilevers operators may
wish to monitor the structural behaviour of these. This is typically done by deploying
strain gauges internally, either on the shell plating or supporting structure,
particularly around connection points. As a consequence the techniques described
in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 will be applicable, along with their associated minimum
target sampling rates.

4.6

RELATIVE MOTIONS

4.6.1

Turret to Hull
It has been found on at least one FPSO that the rotational movement of the turret is
out of phase with the rotational movement of the FPSO. That is to say that as the
FPSO turns to follow the weather the turret ‘sticks’ and physically twists with the
FPSO before suddenly releasing and rotating back to its normal geo-stationary
position. In order to measure this, the operator has installed a ‘bicycle wheel’ type
arrangement, where the axle and rotational measuring device are fixed to the turret,
with the ‘bicycle wheel’ running on the deck of the FPSO. The axle of the ‘bicycle
wheel’ is attached to a potentiometer that measures the rate and degree of motion
of the axle through a gearing arrangement. By comparing the motions of the ‘bicycle
wheel’ with two DGPS units, one on the bow and one on the aft accommodation, the
operators are hoping to be able to ascertain the conditions in which the ‘stick up’
occurs.
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Geo-stationary
turret

FPSO Hull

Gearbox and Potentiometer

Figure 4-11: Bi-cycle wheel arrangement

4.6.2

Unit to Platform
For units that are moored beside wellhead towers or hybrid towers then monitoring
the relative gap between the two can be desirable. To achieve this the types of
systems used by DP support vessels can be utilised, particularly Fanbeam and
CyScan systems. These latter two systems use military style laser targeting systems
pointed at a fixed target in order to calculate the range and angle to the target. By
integrating the distance and angle information with the vessel motions then the
relative distance and angles, both in terms of azimuth and declination, can be
calculated, if a direct feed of the declination of the target on the fixed object cannot
be taken from the system.
The refresh rates of these units can be quite high, therefore it is likely that the
sampling rate would need to be adjusted to fit in with other systems that are
sampling in the 3Hz to 5Hz range.

4.7

CONNECTED ITEMS

4.7.1

Mooring Lines
The tension in mooring lines can either be measured directly or indirectly. That is to
say that the tension in the mooring lines can either be measured via load cells or the
tension can be measured indirectly by the angle of the line or the elastic deformation
of certain components e.g. chain links.
Direct measurement systems tend to lend themselves more readily to permanent
monitoring systems as they should ideally be built into the vessel and mooring
system from the start. Indirect systems tend to lend themselves more readily to
monitoring campaigns or retrofitting as they tend in the main to be clamped onto the
mooring lines.
Regardless of the system to be used there are three important factors that need to
be considered.
•

Firstly, the highest static mooring line tensions will occur at the top of the line
near the vessel and so in some cases the line tension measurement units will
be in the wave affected zone.
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•

Secondly, the tension range that the system needs to measure can typically be
in the range zero to six hundred tonnes, which can be difficult to accurately
measure with a single measurement unit.

•

Thirdly, in the case of units fitted with gypsy wheels, hawse pipes or bending
shoes, if the tension in the line is measured above these then the friction of
these needs to be taken into account.

Direct Measurement
Although mooring line tensions can be measured directly through the use of an
instrumented element connected into each mooring line, such a system tends to be
quite inflexible and provides data transmission difficulties. Consequently, the type of
direct measurement system shown Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 that allows for the
load cells to be changed out, assuming that the vessel can haul up each mooring
line, is a much more robust system. However, such a system needs to be designed
into the hull at the time of building or conversion. One of the benefits of this system
is that by using multiple load cells, the load range that each cell needs to sense is
reduced, thus allowing the tension in the mooring line to be accurately measured
over a larger tension range than would typically be possible with a single load cell. If,
in addition, each load cell contains two or more sensors then the reliability of the
system can be substantially increased thus reducing the need for load cells to be
changed out due to failure. A similar system can also be installed under a mooring
winch, for example, to measure the tension in the mooring lines when the winch is
locked off, or, in the case of units with wire mooring lines, the tension in the lines
can be measured via a three pulley system where the force that the wire is exerting
on the central offset pulley is measured and the tension inferred from this, as shown
in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15.

Figure 4-12: Typical Chain Stopper [Ref 2]
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Figure 4-13: Direct Mooring Line Tension Measurement System fitted to Chain Stopper [Ref 2]

Figure 4-14: Three Pulley Wire Rope Tension Measuring Unit [Ref 9]

Figure 4-15: Three Pulley Wire Rope Tension Measuring Unit in use [Ref 10]
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With such arrangements though, as discussed previously, the influence of the
friction of the gypsy wheel, bending shoe or hawse pipe should be taken account of
in the measurement process.
Given that such systems can be readily ‘hard wired’ into the monitoring system,
potentially through the vessel’s network, then a sampling rate of at least 3Hz to 5Hz
should be aimed for to capture the dynamic variations in the tension of the mooring
lines.
Indirect Measurement
Indirect measurement of mooring line tension generally takes two forms, either:
•

Angle measurement by using an inclinometer fitted on the mooring line (or
hawse pipe) or by measuring the mooring line location using a sonar array, or;

•

Measurement of the elastic deformation of a mooring chain link by fitting an
extensometer to the link

•

Frequency of vibration of a portion of the wire rope by the mooring winch

In the case of angle measurement, the tension in the mooring line is found by
reference to the Catenary Equation, as shown in Equation 4-1, which relates the
shape that the mooring line makes in the water to:
•

The tension in the line

•

The angle that the line makes with the horizontal at its upper fixation point

•

The suspended length of the line

•

The weight of that suspended line
T=

Sλg
sin (β )

Equation 4-1: Catenary Equation

Where:
T = Top Tension
S = Length of suspended mooring line

λ = Mass per unit length of mooring line
g = Acceleration due to gravity

β = Angle of mooring line to the horizontal

This means that in order for the angle measurement to be accurately converted to a
line tension then the positions of the anchor and vessel, as well as the submerged
weight per unit length of the mooring line, needs to be accurately known. This then
allows the catenary equation to be solved indirectly via a finite element
representation of it, such as used within Orcaflex, or a lookup table can be used that
relates line tension to top angle and water depth.
As previously discussed, the top angle of the mooring line can either be measured
by an inclinometer clamped to the mooring line or hawse pipe, as shown in Figure
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4-16, or by using a sonar array or steerable sonar head mounted on a fixed pole
below the keel of the vessel and within the mooring line cluster, as shown in Figure
4-17:

Inclinometer Pod
complete with data logger
and acoustic modem

Figure 4-16: Inclinometer attached to Hawse Pipe [Ref 6]

It should be borne in mind that inclinometers attached to hawse pipes may not
record the true angle of the chain by their very nature. In most cases where hawse
pipes are fitted to FPSOs there is evidence of the chain contacting with the hawse
pipe showing that it has been sitting on the chain and then moved by it. Indeed this
is the mechanism intended to rotate the hawse pipe on its bearings. Hence an error
will be introduced into the tension calculation, although the magnitude of it will be
dependent on the closeness of the chain to the inner surface of the hawse pipe, the
water depth and line weight.

Figure 4-17: Sonar Measurement system [Ref 7]

In the case of the sonar system, the angle of the mooring line to the horizontal at the
vessel is calculate by finding the distance of the mooring line from the sonar head
and then using trigonometry to relate this to the angle of the mooring line as it enters
the vessel. As the system is normally based on the vessel then it can be ‘hard wired’
into the monitoring system potentially via the vessels onboard network.
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For an inclinometer mounted on the mooring line or hawse pipe the sampling rate
will to a degree depend on the selected data transmission method, the local data
storage capacity and the power capacity of the inclinometer pod. Hence, it is
not possible to give definitive guidelines for these units; however, a rate of at
least 3Hz should be aimed for in order to capture the dynamic variations in the
tension of the mooring lines. The sonar solution though, given that it can be
hard wired to the monitoring system does not have these limitations, and
therefore a sampling rate of between 3Hz and 5Hz should be aimed for as a
minimum to fit in with other monitoring devices.
An extensometer fitted to a chain link, such as that shown in Figure 4-18, will
normally have to act as a remote monitoring system reliant on a local data logger
and acoustic modem. This system relies on the fact that as a chain link is tensioned
so it will globally elastically deform and the gap between the legs of the link will
close. A relationship between the changes in the link gap versus tension can be
found experimentally and then a curve fitted to the results. This curve can then be
used in conjunction with the readings from the extensometer to ascertain the tension
in the mooring line. As with a remote inclinometer mounted on a mooring line or
hawse pipe the sampling rate will to a degree depend on the selected data
transmission method, the local data storage capacity and the power capacity of the
inclinometer pod. Hence, it is not possible to give definitive guidelines for these units;
however, a rate of at least 3Hz should be aimed for in order to capture the dynamic
variations in the tension of the mooring lines.

Figure 4-18: Extensometer fitted to chain link [Ref 6]

The tension in a wire rope can be calculated by finding the vibration frequency of the
wire given that this is dependent on the tension in the rope. To measure line tension
using method an electromagnetic exciter initiates and maintains vibration of a span
of the mooring line. A variable inductance sensor produces an analogue signal from
by sensing this vibration, which is then analysed and the line tension computed.
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Exciter and Sensor

Figure 4-19: Vibration Tension Measurement Unit [Ref 11]

Given that these systems have no contact with the wire rope and are fitted to the
anchor winch then not only can they retro-fitted but they can be ‘hard wired’ to the
monitoring system. Therefore a minimum sampling rate of between 3Hz and 5Hz
should be aimed for as a minimum to fit in with other monitoring devices
4.7.2

Mooring Tendons
Given that Tension Leg Platform (TLP) tethers tend to be ‘hooked’ onto the TLP hull,
as shown in Figure 4-20, then they readily lend themselves to a permanent
monitoring system based on load cells, as shown in Figure 4-21.

Tether Connection

Figure 4-20: Typical Tension Leg Platform (TLP)
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Figure 4-21: Typical TLP Tether Tension Measuring Systems

Given the subsea location and the difficulty and cost of removing a tendon for load
cell change out, multiple load cells should be provided with two or more sensors
within them in order to improve reliability. As with direct mooring line tension
monitoring, see Section 4.7.1, by using multiple load cells with the load shared
between them the tension range that can be accurately monitored can be increased
over that of a single load cell.
Such systems can either be self-contained remote monitoring system utilising an
acoustic modem for data transmission or they can be ‘hard wired’ to the monitoring
system. In both cases, a sampling rate of at least 1Hz should be aimed for.
4.7.3

Flexible Risers
Tension Monitoring
There are two main methods available for measuring the tension in flexible risers.
Firstly, a load ring similar to that used for TLP tethers, see Section 4.7.2, can be
installed at the flexible riser hang off location and then the flexible riser connected to
the permanent hard piping by a jumper. This method lends itself to being ‘hard
wired’ into the monitoring system potentially via the vessel’s network, and so a
sampling rate of between 3Hz to 5Hz as a minimum should be achievable.
Or alternatively the extension of the riser due to tension can be measured by:
•

Embedded fibre optic fibres utilising Bragg gratings to measure strain, see
Section 4.5.2 and Rebel et al paper [Ref 5]

•

Embedded foil strain gauges

•

Externally mounted extensometer, see Figure 4-22
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Figure 4-22: Flexible Riser Extensometer [Ref 6]

These first two systems need to be installed in the riser at the time of manufacture
and are therefore of most use in a permanent monitoring system. Where as an
externally mounted extensometer can be fitted at the time of installation or retrofitted
later. Hence it lends itself to both a permanent monitoring system and a monitoring
campaign.
Given that all three of these systems are essentially strain based then calculating
the tension in the riser depends on accurately knowing the material properties of the
flexible riser. In addition, as these systems have to be connected to a remote
monitoring unit then the previously discussed factors with regard to sampling rate
will apply; however, a minimum sampling rate of 3Hz to 5Hz should be aimed for.
Angle Monitoring
The angle of flexible risers are they pass through the upper reaches of the water
column can either be measured using inclinometers attached to them or sonar
measurement techniques. Given that these methods are essentially the same as
those used for the indirect tension measurement of mooring line tensions, then
discussion in Section 4.7.1 with regard to these applies equally for the angle
monitoring of flexible risers and so is not reproduced here.
4.7.4

Steel Catenary Risers
As noted by Howells [Ref 8] the design and installation of Steel Catenary risers can
vary in a number of ways and in particular the design of the connection between the
riser and the floating production unit. Regardless of the design though, the most
important two factors that need to be monitored are the tension in the riser and the
angle between the vessel and the riser. Given that the main section of the riser, by
its very nature, consists of a steel pipe it lends itself to a number of monitoring
options.
For tension monitoring the following methods can be used:
•

A Load Ring, as used for TLP tethers, see Section 4.7.2
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•

Externally mounted Strain Gauges, as used on structural elements, see Section
4.5.2

•

Extensometer, as used for flexible risers, see Section 4.7.3

For angle monitoring, and indirectly tension monitoring, either inclinometers
attached directly to the steel catenary risers or sonar position monitoring can be
used. Details of both of these techniques is given in Section 4.7.1 and so not
repeated here. In common with other systems a minimum sampling rate of 3Hz to
5Hz should be targeted.
4.7.5

Drilling Riser / Top Tensioned Risers
Given the similarities between drilling risers and top tensioned risers, as shown
schematically in Figure 4-23, they have similar monitoring requirements in terms of
tension and angle monitoring.
In the case of drilling risers the angle of the riser across each flex or ball joint may
be required, where as with the top tensioned riser it is most likely it will be the angle
across the stress / tapered or flex joint that will be required. In order to measure
these angles the types of inclinometer discussed in Section 4.7.1 are typically used.
Although in some cases they may be linked back to the unit via a control umbilical in
some circumstances rather than working remotely.

Figure 4-23: Comparison of Drilling and Top Tensioned Risers

Basic tension measurement on both drilling and top tensioned risers can be
achieved by measuring the tension in the tensioner cables either directly, by using a
three pulley system as shown in Figure 4-14, or by an indirect vibration system as
shown in Figure 4-19. If, however, details of the tension in the riser joints, or in the
case of a top tensioned riser the stress / taper joint, is required then either externally
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mounted Strain Gauges, see Section 4.5.2 or extensometer, see Section 4.7.3, can
be used.
Given these various techniques and the constraints associated with some of them,
the target minimum sampling rates will be as per Sections 4.7.1, 4.5.2 and 4.7.3.

4.8

FPS WEIGHT

4.8.1

Displacement
The displacement of the unit can be calculated from the draft of the unit and is an
important parameter for certain simulation studies. This can either be measured
using draft gauges or as a by product of wave height monitoring by wave radar,
given that the location of the radar unit above the keel is known. Draft gauges
typically consist of either:
•

Two exposed parallel conductors insulated from the hull and set a short
distance apart, that use the conductivity of seawater and the resistance of the
conductors to measure the submerged length of the conductors and thus the
draft of the unit

•

A tube from the keel of the vessel to the deck that is open to the sea at the
bottom but sealed at the top by a pressure transducer. As the draft of the vessel
changes so the pressure in the tube changes, which is measured by the
pressure transducer.

Conductor type draft gauges can also be used for wave height measurements,
however, both in that context and in terms of draft measurement their accuracy can
be reduced by spray. Hence, wave radar tends to be a more accurate way of
measuring draft. If a draft system is already fitted though, then this should be
recorded along with the wave radar in order to validate the wave radar results and to
check whether seemingly anomalous wave height readings are anomalous or freak
waves.
As with some other systems, these units can typically be ‘hard wired’ into the
monitoring system and therefore a target minimum sampling rate of between 3Hz
and 5Hz should be achievable.
If the draft is measured at three or more locations around the vessel then the heel
and the trim of the unit can be calculated from this data. Alternatively, if an inertial
motions package is fitted, as discussed in Section 4.3, then the static angle of heel
and trim may also be calculated from the dynamic data. If both sources of
information are available then they can be used to compare and contrast one
another.
4.8.2

Ballast / Cargo
The measurement of the levels in ballast and cargo tanks is a similar problem to that
of draught measurement, except that the fluid does not tend to move around so
much as the sea and the contents or the atmosphere in some cases could be
hazardous. Although, conductor type draft gauges can be used in ballast tanks they
are not suitable for cargo tanks, plus if there is a risk of an explosive atmosphere in
the cargo tank then they are unsuitable as it is necessary to pass an electrical
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current through them in order to measure the resistance. As a consequence, radar
gauges tend to be the most frequently used gauges for cargo tanks as well as in
some instances ballast tanks. If the same type of unit is used for all tanks then this
can reduce the cost of them and simplify the provision of spares. Given their location
on board the vessel then these units can be ‘hard wired’ to the monitoring system
thus allowing them to achieve similar sampling rates to those discussed in Section
4.4.2 for wave radar.
If each tank is accurately modelled then the centre of the gravity versus tank level
can be found and fed into the monitoring system, such that the cargo and ballast
masses and positions can be accurately recorded.
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5

DATA MANAGEMENT

5.1

INTRODUCTION
As discussed in Section 2, Data Management has often been overlooked when
considering monitoring campaigns or systems. However, in some ways it is just as
important than the monitoring itself; as if the data is not handled correctly then it may
not be possible to fulfil the purposes of the monitoring campaign or system.
In simplistic terms, Data Management can be reduced to:
•

What data and where from?

•

What data analysis needs to be undertaken?

•

Where does it need to be and when does it need to be there?

•

How will this be achieved?

These four questions are discussed below.
5.1.1

What data and where from?
Given that, as discussed in Section 3, a monitoring campaign is likely to record at
least 20 channels of data and that a continuous monitoring system could be
monitoring over 200 channels of data, it is important to establish from the start what:
•

Is being measured

•

At what rate

•

How the data is being transmitted to the monitoring system central unit

•

In what form the data is being received by the monitoring system central unit

Part of this should include establishing a format and protocol for the data, such that
the minimum amount of data manipulation is required by the central unit before it is
recorded. It should be noted, that data manipulation is distinct from data analysis, as
data manipulation is transforming the data into a form suitable for storing, whereas
data analysis is transforming the data into a form for display or statistical reporting.
5.1.2

Where does it need to be and when does it need to be there?
When considering data management it is important to consider where the data
needs to be in terms of storage offshore, on shore or a mixture, as well as whom the
data or results need to be delivered to.
In a short duration monitoring campaign then it is likely that the data will be stored
offshore, however, during an extended campaign, such as for fatigue correlation,
then it is likely that the data will be backed up onshore, although this may be manual
rather than automatic. With a continuous monitoring system, partially due to the
volume of data involved, but mainly due to the use it will be put to, that the data will
normally be automatically transmitted to onshore and stored there. Such
transmissions are discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.
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It is also important to decide at the start of the project who needs to access the
recorded data and in what form. This means that very few personnel are likely to
need access to the raw data set, however, a number of people are likely to be
interested in the statistical results of monitoring, with the number of people typically
increasing with a decrease in the frequency of reporting. For instance, the offshore
installation manager, driller and barge engineer may be interested in seeing a daily
report of motion extremes, maximum and minimum tensions etc depending on
operations[Ref 2], whereas, an integrity engineer is likely to be interested in seeing
monthly, quarterly or even annual reports of means and extremes. This therefore
needs to be decided from the start such the system can be tailored to these needs
and effort is not wasted in producing more data than is actually going to be used and
presenting and delivering it in a form that is of use to personnel.
5.1.3

How will this be achieved?
The simple answer is careful planning and by getting the ‘buy in’ of all interested
parties from the start and thereby reducing the chances of ‘project drift’, which is one
of the biggest risks with any information technology based project.
It is therefore suggested, that as a minimum, the following should be produced as
early on in the project as possible and not revised unless there is a strong technical,
financial or safety reason for doing so:
•

Purpose of Monitoring Statement

•

Items to be monitored, including how, at what sampling rate, and what
requirements the units have e.g. power supply requirements

•

Data map: detailing the path and storage locations of the main blocks of data
Block diagram, such as the example in

•

Figure 5-1, that lays out the main measurement units and how they will be
connected to the central monitoring unit

•

Data protocol and format for data transmitted to central monitoring unit

•

Data protocol and format for main data file

•

Data protocol and format for data transmission from central monitoring unit to
on shore storage (if applicable)

•

Reporting requirements including as a minimum who will receive what data and
when

•

Data processing method statements setting out the main methods to be used

•

System maintenance and upgrade requirements to prevent obsolescence,
including spare part requirements
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Figure 5-1: Typical Integrated Marine Monitoring System
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5.2

NETWORK
As highlighted a number of times in these guidelines, it may be possible to
connect sensors to the vessel’s network and transfer the measurements from the
sensors to the central monitoring and recording unit that way. The practicality of
this depends on a number of factors including:
•

Network Bandwidth

•

Network Usage

•

Network Reliability

•

Network position in relation to sensors

•

Number of sensors

In general, these are all inherently tied together and in the main depend on the
number of sensors that one wishes to tie into the network. The reason for this is that
if each sensor utilises an 8bit analogue to digital converter then each time the
sensor refreshes it will send a packet of data containing the 8bit reading, plus a
sensor identifier and time signature. As a consequence, each packet of data is likely
to be in the region of 20bits long when end characters etc are taken into account. If
each sensor is refreshing at 5Hz then each sensor will generate 100bytes per
second of data. Hence a hundred sensors are likely to generate around 1mb/s of
network traffic, excluding notifications from the central monitoring unit that it has
received the data from each sensor. Thus the number of sensors needs to be
balanced with the available network bandwidth, which is the network bandwidth
minus the network usage.
In addition, the position of the network in relation to the sensors needs to be
considered as if the network cannot be easily tapped into then it may be less costly
and more reliable to directly wire the sensors to the central monitoring unit. On a
similar theme, if the network suffers from reliability issues, which can occur with
older units, then again it may be more reliable to use dedicated wiring for sensors.
As with other parts of a monitoring system, the use of the vessels own network,
whilst a great asset and potentially reliable and cost reducing needs to be carefully
planned from the start.

5.3

DATA STORAGE
As just discussed in section 5.2, a hundred sensors can generate around 1mb/s of
network traffic, approximately around half of which needs to be stored along with
time and date information. For example, if a vessel is equipped with 100 sensors
that use 8bit analogue to digital converters then there will be 100 x 8bit numbers to
store along with two 8bit time and date stamps to save each time the sensors
refresh, or in simple terms 816bytes of data to store between three and five times
per second. If a 5Hz refresh rate is considered then the 100sensors, complete with
time and date stamps, will produce 336megabytes of data per day!
Hence, it is important that early on in the design of the monitoring system that the
data storage requirements be calculated and a suitable structure be put in place.
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Given that in the majority of cases only short term statistics will be used offshore
and the majority of data analysis will be undertaken on shore, then it makes sense
to transmit the data on shore as soon as it is no longer needed offshore.
In general only raw data is stored, rather than values that are calculated from it e.g.
the six degrees of freedom accelerations will be stored rather than the actual
motions that can be calculated from them by double integration. This data tends to
be stored in files of a short duration i.e. 20 to 30 minutes, which can then be
transferred on shore by using a ‘sand box’ technique. In this technique, each file to
be transferred is moved to a transfer director on the central monitoring unit, known
as a ‘sand box’. From which it can be automatically transferred on shore using
specialist file transfer techniques such as satellite uplink. Once the file has been
transferred to an equivalent ‘sand box’ on shore, and a check undertaken that the
transfer has been completed, then a copy is taken out of the ‘sand box’ on shore for
storage and the file deleted from both the offshore and onshore ‘sand boxes’. Such
a technique makes it easy to identify which files need transmitting, enables large
files to be transferred in manageable chunks, and keeps the overall integrity of data
secure when transmission can be intermittent due to weather conditions. Offshore
the data is kept on a central monitoring unit until the server is full and then is
progressively over written, with the oldest files being over written first. Hence, the
offshore server could contain up to a years worth of data.
Onshore, it is not uncommon for the data to be stored within the company’s servers
for up to a year before it is progressively downloaded to a ‘data centre’ as new data
becomes available. A ‘data centre’ being a large number of servers in a building,
usually provided by a third party company, that provides bulk storage and back up
for data files, rather akin to an offsite archive facility for paper documents. Further
details of these types of techniques can be found in Prislin and Goldhirsh’s paper
[Ref 12].

5.4

REPORTING

5.4.1

Introduction
Reporting requirements for a monitoring campaign or system will be very much
dependent on the reason for the system being installed in the first place, as
discussed in Section 2. For instance if the monitoring campaign is simply to validate
models then it is likely that the motions data will be converted to response amplitude
operators (RAOs) for comparison with those derived from model tests or computer
modelling in order to check whether the vessel is behaving as analysed; whereas
the reporting requirements for a continuous monitoring system are more likely to be
pseudo immediate, monthly and annual.
Given that the reporting requirements for a monitoring campaign will be
directly linked to the purpose of that campaign they will not be discussed further
within these guidelines, although the general requirements of Section 5.4.2 will be
applicable. The reporting for monitoring campaigns should be planned from the
outset though to ensure that the data will be of the right type, quality and
quantity to enable the required analysis to take place.
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5.4.2

Data Analysis
Whilst the subject of data analysis can only be touched on in these guidelines,
because of the wide and varied nature of it, some general guidelines can be
given.
Firstly it is important to fully understand the nature of the inputs into the monitoring
system, as these could take a number of forms, such as:
•

Absolute measurement values

•

Relative measurement values

•

Absolute or relative voltages converted to a digital signal

•

Absolute or relative current converted to a digital signal

Hence understanding the units of the input signals is of paramount importance if the
correct results are to be reported. Without this information being established at the
start then there is a real risk of a repeat of the Hubble telescope mirror problem.
This occurred because metric and imperial units were mixed up without any one
recognising this was the case, which lead to the telescope being initially out of
focus, thus requiring a rather expensive shuttle mission to repair it.
Secondly, as highlighted in Section 5.1.1, it is important to establish the outputs from
the data analysis, not only in terms of the quantities and units but also in terms of
averaging periods as these may be different for short term statistics displayed on
board and those reported in daily, monthly or annual reports.
Thirdly, in order to assist in identifying anomalous data, which could be either
spurious readings or indicative that there is a problem with the vessel, the normal
ranges of all operators needs to be known. Although this is not necessarily essential
as unbiased techniques for detecting unusual values or trends in data such as
artificial neural networks or Kalman filters [Ref 13] can be used, it does assist in the
design of the analysis techniques if the normal operating ranges are known. Further
guidelines on identifying unusual trends or spurious data can be found in Prislin et
al paper [Ref 13].
Fourthly, it is important to ensure that for sensors that use a local axis system, that
this is known and that the location of the sensor is accurately known such that the
transposition of the results, normally to the centre of gravity of the vessel, is
undertaken correctly.
Finally, as far as possible all analysis methods used should be generally recognised
and proven methods. In addition, these methods should be simulated on shore prior
to the equipment being installed to ensure that the system will behave as expected.
Such simulations should include feeding the system spurious data to ensure that it
can cope with it and recognise it. If bespoke software packages have to be
developed as part of the monitoring system then these should be developed in line
with a recognised standard such as ISO 90003 [Ref 14].
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5.4.3

Instantaneous Reporting
For monitoring systems with an instantaneous display, the display should be
designed so as to be as intuitive as possible. This typically involves having a main
screen with a schematic of the unit on which pertinent information can be displayed,
and from where other screens of information can be accessed. If the display system
is designed using web display technology, such as dynamic hypertext mark-up
language (DHTML) and Java, then it can be made available to all computers
connected to the vessel’s network. This has a number of uses, both in terms of
normal, project and emergency management as it allows the information to be
displayed anywhere on board as well as potentially ‘live’ onshore. Such systems
have been used successfully in the Gulf of Mexico during hurricanes to monitor the
condition of rigs remotely. This has a number of benefits in terms o allowing the rig
to be up manned sooner than for a non-monitored unit and with good knowledge as
to the overall integrity of the rig post-hurricane.
As noted above the display should be as intuitive as possible, as should all alarm
information. To this end, for information that is displayed on the main screen, such
techniques as displaying the alarm state as a coloured background to the individual
figures can be useful so it can be seen as a glance which measured quantity as
gone out of its allowable range, see Figure 5-2 below as an example. A similar
technique can also be used to show whether a sensor has stopped working or
requires attention. For quantities that are not displayed on the main screen then the
use of pop up alarm boxes could be considered to alert the operator to look at the
particular screen where the information or that quantity is normally displayed.

Figure 5-2: Global Overview Display Screen [Ref 2]

For quantities that are only periodically measured or downloaded, for example a
remote subsea current speed monitor, then it is useful to display the time since the
last sensor interrogation or download, or conversely the time till this next occurs,
such that operators know how up to date the information is. In a similar vain, for
quantities that are statistically based or derived from other data it may be useful to
operators to display a confidence level for the information. It is suggested that this
should be in the form of a percentage and can usefully be based on the ‘spread’ of
the data using standard statistical techniques.
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Overall the system should be designed so that only information that is useful to the
staff offshore is displayed in a manner that is of most use to them. Where possible
this means that personnel from the rig or personnel with offshore operational
experience should be involved in the design of the display system.
5.4.4

Physical Reporting
As noted in Edwards et al paper [Ref 2] on some platforms at 0700 local time
the previous day’s data is automatically processed in a succinct tabular and
graphical report, with the report mainly focussing on metocean conditions, vessel
motions, mooring and riser tensions. This report is then automatically emailed to
the Offshore Installation Manager, Barge Engineer and other persons who
require access to it both offshore and onshore. For this data to be of most use
to personnel then, as discussed in Section 5.4.3, values that are generated from
statistical analysis should contain information as to the ‘spread’ of the data such that
confidence can be gained that the minimums and maximums reported are true
values and not ‘spurious’ data.
Monthly, quarterly or annual reports should focus on how the various quantities
vary over time, such that noteworthy events that should be analysed more closely
can be identified along with any sensors that are malfunctioning [Ref 2]. To
achieve this time series of 30 minute, or similar, statistics should be presented in
either tabular or graphical form or the parameters of interest along with a
discussion of the results. Given the required discussion, this type of report
cannot be generated in full automatically, although it is likely that the statistical
side can be.
As with all parts of a monitoring system the reporting system should be
carefully planned from the start and periodically reviewed during operation to
ensure that it is producing useful information for those that are looking at it.
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Guidelines for monitoring the service and
behaviour of mooring systems for floating
offshore installations
Mooring Integrity Joint Industry Project Phase 2
Mooring integrity for floating offshore installations is an
important safety issue for the offshore oil and gas industry.
This report is one outcome from Phase 2 of the Joint
Industry Project on Mooring Integrity. This work ran from
2008 to 2012 and had 35 industry participants. It followed
the Phase 1 work described in HSE Research Report RR444
(2006). The Phase 2 work compiled research on good
practice and an overview is given in HSE Research Report
RR1090 (2017).
This report provides guidelines for monitoring the service
and behaviour of offshore mooring systems – the loadings
and movements to which they are subjected by wind,
waves, sea currents and sea levels. Monitoring is used to
give confidence in the ongoing integrity and fitness of a
mooring system. The report covers: the importance of
identifying whether a monitoring campaign or installation of
a permanent monitoring system is required; minimum
requirements for different types of monitoring scenarios;
options for monitoring methods; and data management.
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